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February 25, 2020 

 

 

 

Lisa B. Kim, Privacy Regulations Coordinator 
California Office of the Attorney General 
300 South Spring Street, First Floor  
Los Angeles, CA  90013 
Email: PrivacyRegulations@doj.ca.gov 

Re:  Comments on Modified Proposed Regulations Concerning the California Consumer Privacy Act 
(CCPA) 

Dear Ms. Kim,  

I am writing on behalf of the California and Nevada Credit Union Leagues (Leagues), one of the largest 
state trade associations for credit unions in the United States, representing the interests of approximately 
250 credit unions and their more than 11 million members/consumers.  

On June 28, 2018, then Governor Jerry Brown signed into law Assembly Bill 375 which enacted the 
California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018 (CCPA). As a sweeping data privacy law, CCPA gives California 
consumers significant expanded rights as to the collection and use of their personal information. 
California Attorney General Xavier Becerra released proposed regulations governing compliance with the 
CCPA on October 11, 2019. The Attorney General has now issued modified regulations in response to 
comments received and/or to clarify and conform the proposed regulations to existing law. The Leagues 
support several of the modifications, but we still have significant concerns on several issues. We 
respectfully offer the following comments. 

The Credit Union Difference 

The Leagues support the spirit of the law; however, it is important the Attorney General understand the 
credit union difference. Credit unions exist for the financial benefit of their member-owners, but they are 
driven by the philosophy of people-helping-people. 

Credit unions are member-owned, democratically governed, not-for-profit cooperatives whose purpose is 
to promote thrift and improve access to credit for their member-owners, particularly those of modest 
means. As not-for-profit entities, credit union earnings are passed on to their member-owners in the forms 
of reduced fees, higher savings rates, and lower loan rates.  

The credit union structure is vastly different than for-profit entities. Consumer personal information 
collected by credit unions is the personal information of their member-owner consumers in order to 
provide them with the products and services they desire. In the case of credit unions, “owners” are not 
proprietors or shareholders in a business whose only goal is that the business maximize profits. Instead, 
they are a member of a not-for-profit cooperative.  

Credit unions are the original consumer financial protection advocates. In addition, as insured depository 
institutions, credit unions already comply with a plethora of data privacy and security requirements, 
including the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (Public Law 106-102) and its implementing regulations, the 
California Financial Information Privacy Act (Cal. Fin. Code §4050, et seq.), and the National Credit Union 
Administration’s (NCUA’s) data security regulations (12 CFR Part 748 and its Appendixes). 
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Definition of a Business 

We continue to call on the Attorney General to clarify the definition of a business. The modified 
regulations do not define or further clarify the statute’s definition of a business. We strongly recommend 
the final regulations clarify both the threshold criteria and the phrase “doing business in California.” 

Thresholds 

Part of the definition of a business is that it satisfies one or more of the following thresholds: 

(A) Has annual gross revenues in excess of twenty-five million dollars ($25,000,000), as adjusted 
pursuant to paragraph (5) of subdivision (a) of Section 1798.185. 

(B) Alone or in combination, annually buys, receives for the business’s commercial purposes, sells, 
or shares for commercial purposes, alone or in combination, the personal information of 50,000 or 
more consumers, households, or devices. 

(C) Derives 50 percent or more of its annual revenues from selling consumers’ personal information. 

The meaning of “receives for the business’s commercial purposes” under threshold (B) is confusing and 
should be clarified.  

The application of threshold (B) to the personal information of 50,000 or more ”consumers, households, 
or devices” is also confusing. A consumer, as defined in the CCPA is a natural person California resident. 
Is the rest of the threshold then related to households and devices of natural person California residents? 

Doing Business in CA 

Another part of the definition of a business is that the entity “does business in the State of California.” 
There is no clear definition under the CCPA or the proposed or modified regulations on what it means to 
“do business” in the State of California. Clarification is needed.  

“Doing business” in a state should mean something more than isolated or incidental transactions. There 
should be a defined standard that contemplates repeated and successive transactions that clearly 
indicates a pattern or practice of doing business with California consumers, and not one-time or 
occasional transactions. 

Effective and Enforcement Dates 

The CCPA became effective January 1, 2020. However, the proposed implementing regulations were not 
issued until October 11, 2019, and these modified proposed regulations have a comment deadline of 
February 25, 2020. Given how general the statute is and how detailed the modified proposed regulations 
are, the CCPA effective date should be extended.  

Covered businesses should have adequate time to understand the requirements of the statute as well as 
the final regulations prior to designing and implementing comprehensive compliance solutions. The 
Leagues recommend the Attorney General and Governor delay the statute’s effective date by two years, 
until Jan. 1, 2022. Accordingly, the enforcement date should also be delayed until July 1, 2022.  

Barring a delay in the effective date of the statute, then we recommend the Attorney General delay 
enforcement until at least six months after publication of final regulations.  

GLBA and CFIPA Exemptions 

There is significant confusion regarding the exemption for personal information collected, processed, 
sold, or disclosed pursuant to the federal Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLBA) or the California Financial 
Information Privacy Act (CFIPA). We are disappointed neither the proposed nor modified regulations 
clarify this exemption.  

The confusion arises because the CCPA uses terms that are inconsistent with the GLBA and CFIPA. The 
GLBA and CFIPA both use the terms “nonpublic personal information” and define that term to mean 
“personally identifiable financial information.”  
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The CCPA uses the term “personal information,” which is defined in Calif. Civil Code 1798.145(o) and is 
much broader than the GLBA/CFIPA’s definition of “nonpublic personal information.”  

In addition, the GLBA pertains to “personally identifiable financial information” collected in the course of a 
transaction or providing a financial product or service, etc. The CCPA pertains to personal information 
collected in basically any manner, including when there is no transaction.  

Because of the inconsistent terminology, the exemption provided in Calif. Civil Code 1798.145(e) is 
unclear and can be interpreted several ways. It is essential that the Attorney General provide clarification 
in the final regulations. 

Model Notices Needed 

The CCPA and proposed regulations create several notice requirements, including: Notice at or Before 
Collection, Right to Opt-Out, Notice of Financial Incentives, and updated Privacy Notices. In addition, the 
proposed regulations require specific responses to Requests to Know and Requests to Delete.  

For all required notices, the proposed and modified regulations require the notices be easy to read and 
understandable by the average consumer and provide some standards to achieve that. This direction is 
subjective and does not contemplate a method or metric to assess the readability.  

Since all businesses need to provide the required notices, uniform, model notices would help ensure 
consumer’s understanding of the notices, simplify the requirements for businesses, and create an 
objective review on whether a business’ notices meet the required standards.  

We are disappointed neither the proposed nor modified regulations provide model notices. The Leagues 
strongly recommend the Attorney General draft proposed model notices for public comment and then 
include a safe harbor in the final regulations for the use of notices substantially similar to the model 
notices.  

Other Observations 

Many areas in the proposed and modified regulations exceed the requirements in the statute—requiring 
more detailed levels of explanation to the consumer, written confirmations beyond what the statute 
indicated, and additional steps.  

While the Attorney General was given broad statutory authority to establish rules and procedures to 
implement and further the purposes of the CCPA, some of these additional proposed requirements create 
unnecessary burden on businesses and should be reconsidered.  

§ 999.305. Notice at Collection  

• The modified regulations provide that if a business intends to use a consumer’s personal information 
for a purpose materially different than what was previously disclosed in the Notice at Collection, the 
business must directly notify the consumer of the new use and obtain “explicit consent” from the 
consumer to use their personal information for this new purpose. [999.305(a)(5)] 

This is an improvement over the proposed regulations which required this process if the business 
intended to use the personal information for any other purpose. However, this still exceeds the 
statutory requirement and creates a new opt-in requirement. The Leagues recommend replacing this 
requirement with a new notice to the consumer along with a 30-day opportunity to opt-out. Under this 
revised process, personal information of the consumer may not be disclosed for the new purpose 
unless the updated notice is provided, the consumer is given 30 days to opt-out, and the consumer 
does not opt out.  
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§ 999.306. Notice of Right to Opt-Out  

• The modified regulations amend the purpose statement of the Notice of Right to Opt-Out, removing 
the reference to the future sell of information [§999.306(a)]. Also, there is a related modification 
providing that the Notice of Right to Opt-Out is not required if the business does not sell personal 
information [999.306(d)]. The Leagues support these amendments in that the notice should only 
reflect current practices.  

• The modified regulations provide that a business shall not sell the personal information it collected 
during the time the business did not have a Notice of Right to Opt-Out posted unless it obtains the 
affirmative authorization of the consumer. [§999.306(e)] 

This modifies the proposed regulations that previously stated in this scenario the consumer is 
deemed to have opted-out. However, it is unclear as to the start date for the information collected 
prior to the Notice of Right to Opt-Out being posted. For example, is this for information collected Jan. 
1, 2020 or later (the statute’s effective date) and before the notice is posted, or some other start date? 
The Leagues recommend the final regulations clarify this section.  

Financial Incentives - §999.301, § 999.307, §999.337  

• Clarity is needed regarding “financial incentive.” There are inconsistencies between the statute and 
the proposed and modified regulations. The CCPA allows businesses to offer financial incentives for 
the collection, sale, or deletion of personal information, CA Civil Code 1798.125(b).  

However, the definition of “financial incentive” in the proposed and modified regulations, §999.301(j), 
is related to the disclosure, deletion, or sale of personal information — “collection” is not included and 
“disclosure” is added. “Disclosure’ is too broad of a term as financial incentives are specific to the 
collection, sale or deletion of personal information. Further, in determining the value of consumer 
data, the proposed and modified regulations, §999.337(a), provide a list of considerations from which 
businesses are required to consider one or more of the items. These items include the sale, 
collection, deletion and retention of personal information — “retention” is not part of the statute. 

For clarity purposes, the Leagues recommend the final regulations be consistent throughout and with 
the statute. 

• The modified regulations, 999.307(b)(5), require the notice of financial incentive include an 
explanation of how the financial incentive or price or service difference is reasonably related to the 
value of the consumer’s data, including: (a) a good-faith estimate of the value of the consumer’s data; 
and (b) a description of the method the business used to calculate the value. 

This requires disclosure of additional information not required in the CCPA and creates additional 
burden. The statute requires the incentive be directly related to the value provided to the business 
and that the business notify the consumer of the material terms of the incentive program. The statute 
does not require businesses to disclose how they calculate the value. We recommend removing the 
requirement to disclose a description of the value calculation method.  

• In addition, clarity is needed regarding the definition of “value.” The modified regulations provide that 
the “Value of the consumer’s data” means the value provided to the business by the consumer’s data 
as calculated under section 999.337 (discussed above).  

The Leagues request the final regulations clarify whether or not the definition of “value” includes non-
financial or intangible values, and we strongly recommend that it does not.  

§ 999.312. Methods for Submitting Requests to Know and Requests to Delete 

• The CCPA requires businesses make available to consumers two or more designated methods for 
submitting Requests to Know. Except, if a business operates exclusively online and has a direct 
relationship with a consumer from whom it collects PI, then it is only required to provide an email 
address for submitting Requests to Know. All other businesses must provide two or more methods for 
submitting Requests to Know, including, at a minimum, a toll-free telephone number.  
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The modified regulations remove the requirement that if a business operates a website, they must 
also provide an interactive web form as one of two the designated methods. [§999.312(a)]  

There is some confusion regarding this modification and how it conforms to the statute. The CCPA 
(CA Civil Code 1798.130(a)(1)(B)) requires businesses that maintain an internet website make the 
internet website available to consumers to submit Requests to Know. The Leagues ask for clarity 
regarding this modification. 

• The proposed regulations required businesses to use a two-step process for online Requests to 
Delete where the consumer must first, clearly submit the Request to Delete and then second, 
separately confirm that they want their personal information deleted. The Leagues opposed this as 
this requirement is not in the statute and may not be practicable in execution. We support the 
modified regulations that now make the two-step process optional. [999.312(d)] 

§ 999.313 Responding to Requests to Know and Requests to Delete 

• The proposed regulations required businesses to describe the process they will use to verify a 
consumer’s Request to Know/Delete, including any information the consumer must provide.  

The League opposed this requirement as describing the process the business will use to verify the 
consumer’s request adds an additional burden, possibly discloses proprietary information, and adds 
little value to the consumer. We support the modified regulations that now only require a general 
description. [§999.313(a), §999.308(c)(1),(2)] 

• The modified regulations require businesses to respond to Requests to Know and Requests to Delete 
within 45 calendar days. The 45-day period begins on the day the business receives the request, 
regardless of time required to verify the request. The modified regulations permit an additional 45 
calendar days to respond, for a maximum total of 90 calendar days. [999.313(b)] 

However, the CCPA, Calif. Civil Code 1798.145(g)(1), allows up to 90 additional days where 
necessary, taking into account the complexity and number of the requests.  

Given that the statute contemplates complex and/or high volume of requests, and the 45-day period 
begins before the requests are verified, we are concerned the regulations allow less time than 
permitted by the statute. We recommend the regulations allow the 90-day extension permitted by 
statute.  

• The proposed regulations stated a business shall not provide a consumer with specific pieces of 
personal information if the disclosure creates a substantial, articulable, and unreasonable risk to the 
security of that personal information, the consumer’s account with the business, or the security of the 
business’s systems or networks. While this exception was welcome, the Leagues were concerned 
that it was subjective and created liability risk if a consumer claims a business “should have known” of 
the disclosure risks. We support the modified regulations that provide a business is not required to 
search for personal information if certain conditions are met. [§999.313(c)(3)] 

• Previously, the proposed regulations required, for each category of personal information collected, 
the business provide the categories of sources from which that information was collected, the 
business or commercial purpose(s) for which the information was collected, and the categories of 
third parties with whom the business shares personal information. The Leagues opposed this as it 
significantly expands the policy beyond what is contemplated in the statute by requiring the 
information “for each category” of personal information. This would have required more complex, 
detailed disclosures that would likely not be clear or helpful to consumers.  

We support the modified regulations that no longer require businesses to link categories of personal 
information to sources and business purpose(s). [§999.313(c)(10); deleted 999.308(c)(1)(d)(1)] 

• For a Request to Delete, the proposed regulations required that if a business cannot verify the identity 
of the requestor, the business may deny the Request to Delete, inform the requestor that their identity 
cannot be verified, and treat the request as a Request to Opt-Out of Sale.  
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The modified regulations change the automatic opt-out to instead require the business to ask the 
consumer if they would like to opt-out and provide them with the contents of, or a link to, the Notice of 
Right to Opt-Out. [999.313(d)(1)] 

We question this requirement to provide an unverified requestor an opportunity to opt-out. We 
recognize that generally a request to opt-out need not be a verifiable consumer request. However, 
§999.315(h) permits a business to deny an opt-out request if it has a good-faith, reasonable, and 
documented belief that an opt-out request is fraudulent. We believe that when a business has 
attempted to, and could not, verify the identity of a requestor then the business has a reasonable 
belief of fraud. We recommend this section be amended to simply require the business to inform the 
consumer that their Request to Delete is denied because their identity cannot be verified. 

• In cases where a business denies a consumer’s Request to Delete, the modified regulations require 
the business do all the following: 

a. Inform the consumer that it will not comply with the consumer’s request and describe the basis for 
the denial, including any conflict with federal or state law, or exception to the CCPA, unless 
prohibited from doing so by law; 

b. Delete the consumer’s personal information that is not subject to the exception; and 

c. Not use the consumer’s personal information retained for any other purpose than provided for by 
that exception.  [999.313(d)(6)] 

Subparagraph (a) was slightly amended in the modified regulations; however, our concerns remain. It 
adds a specific response requirement not included in the statute. Further, there may be multiple 
statutory and regulatory exceptions that apply (e.g., GLBA, Bank Secrecy Act, USA Patriot Act, Home 
Mortgage Disclosure Act, etc.). One might interpret this section to prohibit further use of the 
information except for the stated exception provided to the consumer. This subparagraph should be 
amended to permit an example of one or more statutory or regulatory exceptions.  

Subparagraph (c) was not amended in the modified regulations, and our concerns remain. If a 
business lawfully has the consumer’s personal information under one or more statutory or regulatory 
exceptions, then the business should be able to use the personal information. This subparagraph 
should be deleted or amended to not permit the sale of the personal information except as provided 
for under any exceptions.  

§ 999.315 Requests to Opt-Out 

• The proposed regulations provided that if a business collects personal information from consumers 
online, the business shall treat user-enabled privacy controls, such as a browser plugin or privacy 
setting or other mechanism, that communicate or signal the consumer’s choice to opt-out of the sale 
of their personal information as a valid request submitted for that browser or device, or, if known, for 
the consumer.  

The modified regulations mitigated concerns with this requirement to a degree. The modified 
regulations provide that any privacy control developed in accordance with these regulations clearly 
communicate the consumer’s intent to opt-out and require the consumer affirmatively select their 
choice to opt-out. Further, if a global privacy control conflicts with the business’s specific privacy 
settings, the business must respect the global privacy control but may notify the consumer of the 
conflict and confirm their choice. [999.315(d)] 

These requirements exceed the original statute and may still create significant compliance and 
technological challenges. Since businesses will be required to provide two or more designated 
methods for submitting requests to opt-out, this additional, onerous method should be deleted. 
Further, it is unclear whether this imposes obligations for businesses to adopt new technology 
developed in accordance with these regulations.  
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• The modified regulations require a business to act upon a request to opt-out as soon as feasibly 
possible, but no later than 15 business days from the date the business receives the request. 
[§999.315(e)] 

This adds a response timing obligation that is not specified in the original statute and is more 
prescriptive than the federal GLBA requirements. The Leagues recommend, for consistency 
purposes, that the regulations follow the GLBA regulations at 12 CFR 1016.7(g) which states, “You 
must comply with a consumer's opt out direction as soon as reasonably practicable after you receive 
it.” 

§999.316. Requests to Opt-In After Opting Out of the Sale of Personal Information 

• The proposed and modified regulations require that an opt-in to the sale of personal information use a 
two-step opt-in process whereby the consumer must first, clearly submit the request to delete and 
then second, separately confirm that they want their personal information deleted. 

This requirement is not in the statute, may not be practicable in execution, and the modified 
regulations lack compliance guidance. The Leagues recommend removing the two-step process 
requirement.  

§999.323. General Rule Regarding Verification 

• Clarity is needed regarding verification of persons making a Request to Know or a Request to Delete 
when the requestor’s identity may be verifiable in one system maintained by the business, but not 
verifiable in another. For example, a credit union may have different operating systems or platforms 
for various product types, and it will be necessary to search multiple systems. One system may have 
the data that allows verification (e.g., name, address, phone), while a second system may not (e.g., 
phone number is different). The Leagues recommend the final regulations provide clarity regarding a 
business’s response requirements when multiple systems are maintained by the business.  

Conclusion 

The Leagues support the spirit of the law, but we have significant concerns with the practicality and 
implementation of the proposed and modified regulations.  

We thank you for the opportunity to comment. We trust you will carefully consider our views and 
recommendations. If you have any questions regarding our comments, please contact me.  

Sincerely, 

 

 

 

Diana R. Dykstra 
President and CEO 
California and Nevada Credit Union Leagues 
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